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Praise for this book:"Innovative...the descriptions are accurate and concise - exactly what the

examiner wants to hear...it would be difficult to find a better high-yield, high-quality textbook

covering every subsection of the radiology oral board examination."--JAMAyExtremely useful...This

review book is not only rewarding but also a resource radiologists can continue to refer to

throughout their careers."--Academic Radiology
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"A very good resource for residents to assess their knowledge...A broad, high-yield review and

self-assessment tool for practicing radiologists." -- Doody's "Succesfully intended for radiology

residents who are preparing for the Board of Radiology examinations...very clear and

demonstrative." -- Clinical Imaging "[H]igh yield and ...both a good board review and a useful quick

reference. Well organized, easy to use and useful in both studying ... and learning basic

differentials." -- American Journal of Neuroradiology "Provides an excellent selection of cases for

sharpening diagnostic radiology considerations. The emphasis on differential diagnosis and

pertinent radiological findings...is particularly useful for board preparation and review."--Doody's

Review ""Top 3 Differentials: A Case Review" is high yield and is both a good board review and a

useful quick reference."--American Journal of Neuroradiology "High-yield unknown cases that are

presented in a f"Could be the starting point for every radiology resident preparing for the oral board



examination...while most [textbooks] are dedicated to1 of the 11 sections, Top 3 Differentials in

Radiology is not so limited...[the author] is right on target by listing, for each case, the 3 most likely

differential diagnoses...the descriptions are accurate and concise - exactly what the examiner wants

to hear...includes high-quality images...unique is an appendix listing the key imaging findings and

top 3 differentials for the first 300 cases in the text...innovative...a handy reference...it would be

difficult to find a better high-yield, high-quality textbook covering every subsection of the radiology

oral board examination...highly recommend[ed]."--JAMA "325 cases presented in a way resembling

the oral and computer-based examinations...well suited for many preparing for their radiological

board examination...easy to read."--Acta Radiologica "A very good resource for residents to

assessCould be the starting point for every radiology resident preparing for the oral board

examination...while most [textbooks] are dedicated to1 of the 11 sections, Top 3 Differentials in

Radiology is not so limited...[the author] is right on target by listing, for each case, the 3 most likely

differential diagnoses...the descriptions are accurate and concise - exactly what the examiner wants

to hear...includes high-quality images...unique is an appendix listing the key imaging findings and

top 3 differentials for the first 300 cases in the text...innovative...a handy reference...it would be

difficult to find a better high-yield, high-quality textbook covering every subsection of the radiology

oral board examination...highly recommend[ed].--JAMA325 cases presented in a way resembling

the oral and computer-based examinations...well suited for many preparing for their radiological

board examination...easy to read.--Acta RadiologicaA very good resource for residents to assess

their knowledge...A broad, high-yield review and self-assessment tool for practicing radiologists. --

Doody'sSuccesfully intended for radiology residents who are preparing for the Board of Radiology

examinations...very clear and demonstrative. -- Clinical Imaging[H]igh yield and ...both a good board

review and a useful quick reference. Well organized, easy to use and useful in both studying ... and

learning basic differentials. -- American Journal of NeuroradiologyProvides an excellent selection of

cases for sharpening diagnostic radiology considerations. The emphasis on differential diagnosis

and pertinent radiological findings...is particularly useful for board preparation and review.--Doody's

Review"Top 3 Differentials: A Case Review" is high yield and is both a good board review and a

useful quick reference.--American Journal of NeuroradiologyHigh-yield unknown cases that are

presented in a format that allows readers to practice a board-style approach...images are of high

quality...an excellent guide to the focussed discussions expected from examinees at the board

examinations...highly instructive...complements and surpasses many of the other high-yield review

books currently available...strongly [recommended].--American Journal of Roentgenology[Four

stars] A comprehensive case-based radiology review book...more than 700 high-quality



images...ultimately useful as a high-yield preparatory text for board review...imaging pearls are

provided at the end of each case to allow a rapid review of key teaching points...extremely

useful...this wonderful text provides a concise and informative approach to continued learning for

motivated individuals...an excellent case-based review book...accurate descriptions and high-yield

information regarding top differentials for key diagnoses and findings.--Academic RadiologyA

comprehensive case-based review book that focuses on the development of differential diagnoses

on the basis of ley imaging findings. Each diagnostic consideration includes a concise discussion of

its important radiologic features...focuses on short succinct differentials and avoids the laundry-list

differentials...a comprehensive case-based review in a format that closely mirrors the radiology

certification examination...covers all of the subspecialty topics on the examinations...a great

value.--Radiology

Praise for this book: Innovative...the descriptions are accurate and concise - exactly what the

examiner wants to hear...it would be difficult to find a better high-yield, high-quality textbook

covering every subsection of the radiology oral board examination.--JAMAy""Extremely useful...This

review book is not only rewarding but also a resource radiologists can continue to refer to

throughout their careers.--Academic Radiology""Provides an excellent selection of cases for

sharpening diagnostic radiology considerations...useful for board preparation and review.--Doody's

Review""Top 3 Differentials in Radiology: A Case Review" is a practical case-based reference that

will enable radiologists and radiology residents to hone their skills in developing differential

diagnoses for common imaging findings. Presented as unknowns, the cases are arranged into

twelve main sections based on radiology subspecialties. The book presents each case as a

two-page unit. The left page features clinical images and a brief description of the clinical

presentation. The right page provides the key imaging finding, Top 3 differential diagnoses,

additional differential diagnoses, the final diagnosis, and imaging pearls. The final section of the

book contains selected cases from all radiology subspecialties with distinctive imaging findings that

should lead definitively to a single diagnosis. Features: 325 cases presented as unknowns to

facilitate exam preparation Valuable high-yield review of all disease entities on the list of differential

diagnoses for each case More than 700 high-quality images, including 74 in full color, depicting key

radiographic findings Imaging pearls at the end of each case that highlight key teaching pointsWith

its emphasis on gaining a solid foundation in differential diagnoses for the full range of key imaging

findings encountered in clinical practice, this book is ideal for individuals preparing for the initial

American Board of Radiology examination as well as more experienced radiologists preparing for



recertification examinations.

This is absolutely a brilliantly composed case book. The strengths of this book lie in below

features.1) "Key image finding" written on top of the answer page is a brilliant idea. This is because

this forces you to organize this newly gained knowledge by thinking "ok the 3 differential dxs for

'bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy' is xyz". The key image finding's 1-4 word phrase summarizes the

finding for you. Even other Radcases do not do this and I think this is a VERY helpful feature.2)

Most of the times the 3 ddxs are valid and ones you should know. Many times text books list a

laundry list of ddx which you'll never see or dare put in your report in fear of being laughed at since

you really never should have too many ddx on your impression and also because some ddx are way

too rare. But this book really hones down on the top 3. Descriptions/explanations about each of 3

ddx are very good as well.3) The "Pearl" section really summarizes what key things you should

learn about the cases.Now, the caution and how this book can improve.1) Caution: This book only

has 25 cases in each section (ie chest, GI, peds, neuro, etc...). This means this book lists what you

MUST know. But, by no means is this your final source of review.2) Unlike most other Radcase

series books, this book has the answer sheet where you can see it-facing the image page. This is

not really a big deal. But, it'd just be better if you had to flip the pages for the answers.3) Because

the answer page doesn't have images from the image page, there are no arrows to point to the

findings. When you are learning, things should be pointed out rather than leaving the reader

guessing what findings are. Many times findings are obvious. But, many times they are not. As a

newbie it's not so easy to sort them out.

The title of this review says everything, I really mean it. I've purchased almost every single book

intended for board exams preparation, including Case Review Series, Teaching Files and Aunt

Minnie's Atlas. I'm confident to say that this book surpasses all the above (though they all are pretty

good too). The idea behind the book is great: in our day-to-day work, we don't have only one

answer for each problem, all we have are findings and the most probable diagnosis behind them.

That's the truly innovating idea behind this book. To say that it serves only for board review would

be unfair as it provides an excellent source of knowledge for starters and experienced radiologists

seeking for a memory refresh as well. The only downside: the book isn't hardcover, making it less

durable.

Excellent book for residents and for teaching consultants. Very clear, concise yet complete. It offers



more than 3 differentials, but highlights the top 3. Great text.

This book is awesome. Easy to read, super helpful, very informative. Will give you a great

knowledge base. If you're going to read one book, read this one. It's worth the $ and then some!

Get it

Fantastic book, excellent for revising the Differential Diagnosis in radiology, informative,clear and to

the point.I highly recommend it.

Really loved this book. Lots of high yield facts and good overview of things without getting lost in the

minutia. You still obviously need some other reference books, but at least with this book you can

focus your studying a bit more.

This is the first book I have purchased since medical school and I could not be more pleased with

the educational content. Very focused. Covers a wide variety of board exam topics. Great to

purchase in your 3rd or 4th year of radiology residency to develop your differential diagnosis. You

will love this book!
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